NOTE: Do NOT copy + paste citations from these websites – the citations they provide are incorrect (they are missing required information). Instead, follow the directions below.

I. Citing the Bureau of Labor Statistics:

Contributors—last name or group
URL (this must be changed)

Name of the website
Date of publication
Most recent date of access (click “today”)


II. Citing an interview:

Interviewee (the person you interviewed)
Interviewer (you)
Date of interview
Web page or document/article title (this must be changed)
URL (this must be changed)
Most recent date of access (click “today”)


III. Citing My Next Move:

Contributors—last name or group
URL (this must be changed)

Name of the website
Date of publication
Most recent date of access (click “today”)


IV. Citing Career One Stop:

Contributors—last name or group
Date of publication
URL (this must be changed)
Most recent date of access (click “today”)